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1. The Origin of Performing Arts
It may be too much to ask readers to understand what this article is about
by this rather strange title?the Condition that Stipulates Performing Arts.?
Following the dictionary style, this can be defined as?among many factors that
lead to the development of performing arts, one element that does not
necessarily directly bring forth but constrains the birth of performing arts.?I
would like to explore the unique topology of the expression of performing arts
that has not previously been discussed in depth. For this purpose, this paper
examines the origin of performing arts that plays the central role of Orikuchi
Shinobu?s history of performing arts. I suggest that Orikuchi?s theory provides
some insights into unique and fundamental aspects of performing arts. At the
very least, there is room for such an interpretation.
Yet, Ikeda Yasaburo claims that?Orikuchi?s theory boils down to this:
one must acknowledge it as a whole, or not acknowledge it at all.1?This makes
me think that my argument may be merely a delusion. Orikuchi?s history of
performing arts is now a solid ideology. In addition, because I do not have the
ability to read all of his work, there is a possibility that this argument may not
be situated well in the entirety of Orikuchi?s scholarly writings. However, a text
should be open to various interpretations.
Needless to say, first, this paper will reconstruct the basic framework of
Orikuchi?s performing arts history. Orikuchi says,?the development and
regression of individual performing art can be grasped in relation to the
???
history.2?Yet, he continues to claim:
As long as it is called performing arts history, one must not examine a
particular performing art focusing narrowly on one region in a particular
time frame in which the performing art exists. Instead, one needs to
study performing arts throughout Japan and throughout various
historical time3.
Thus, he asserts that?in this sense, the history of performing arts cannot
be similar to the general historical studies.?He further says,?for the study of
the history of performing arts, there is no other method than the ethnological
approach?and it is necessary to?conduct research in a developmental studies
fashion.4?
The contemporary evaluation of Orikuchi?s history of performing arts is
thoroughly explored by Sakurai Yoshiro5. While criticizing narrow views which
examine Orikuchi?s history of performing arts only from an ethnological
perspective, Sakurai?s argument points out its possibilities as historical
depictions. There is no argument to be added in this respect. Yet, there is one
issue that still needs to be explored. Sakurai does not inquire into the
fundamental basis of the history of the origin of performing arts that permeates
throughout Orikuchi?s performing arts theory. Perhaps, this is partly due to the
fact that this is not his primary focus. Although Sakurai makes some
provocative statements about performing arts history, this suggests that Sakurai
may have had no choice but to acknowledge Orikuchi?s talent on this issue.
As it is well known, Orikuchi?s theory is not only about performing arts.
The scope of his theory is not limited to literature and the performing arts, but
also extends to general expressive culture. Orikuchi argues that in general
phenomena are generated as follows:
A cause that brings forth some phenomena does not come to end. To
???? ???? ????
???
produce a certain end result is not the aim of the development. Rather
the development involves maintaining its own orientation and
progression. Thus, the fact that one particular phenomena come into
being does not imply suspension and change over the course of
development. Therefore, the power of development pushes further
transformation into the shape of the generated phenomena. At the same
time, a cause that produces a phenomenon, continues to exist, create
further phenomena and exerts its influence6.
This statement suggests the esoteric nature of Orikuchi?s arguments.
History of the origin of performing arts also belongs to the same genealogy.
Probably, it may be inevitable that Orikuchi?s theory is described as?whether it
is accepted entirely or not accepted at all.?Yet, in Orikuchi?s argument, there
are some theoretical thoughts about the unique aspects of the expression of
performing arts. In this paper, while incorporating Sakurai?s argument, I first
inquire into the principle that serves as the foundation for the theory of the
origin of performing arts. I hope to release Orikuchi?s history of performing
arts from tedious frameworks of the theory of origin and Nihon Ron?the
theory of Japan?and scoop up the undeveloped possibilities of the theory.
2. From Ritual to Performing Arts
Orikuchi seems to consider that the visitors from the outside play a
significant role in triggering some kind of development. For example, in
?Reikon no Hanashi??the story of the soul?, he discusses the processes of
development as follows:
As a rule of thumb, the Japanese thought that there were three stages of
development. There is something that came from the outside. Then,
they creep in and stay for a period of time. Later, they emerge by
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taking a form of this world7.
The most well known concept of?something comes from the outside?is
marebito . Therefore, even in the reexaminations of Orikuchi?s performing arts
theory,?those that come from the outside?are often understood as marebito .
This article, however, does not claim that marebito prompts the development
of performing arts. The concept of hokahibito ? the entity fallen from the status
of marebito ? is also well known since it plays an important role8. However,
Orikuchi?s history of performing arts cannot be reduced to these concepts.
The concept of marebito is considered to be a factor that brings forth the
development of literature and ritual9. In fact, it is questionable whether
marebito fully accounts for the origin of performing arts. Nevertheless,
strangely, there are many arguments that use the concept of marebito . In my
opinion, this is because there is a premise that assumes performing arts, ritual,
and literature are simply connected to each other. If performing arts are a
succession of ritual, then the argument that claims that the visit of marebito?in
reality, marebito are people in costumes?prompts the generation of ritual also
applies to performing arts.
In fact, in?Nihon Geinoshi Rokko??Six Lectures on the History of the
Japanese performing arts?? a comprehensive survey of Orikuchi?s theory of
performing arts, Orikuchi claims that?for the most part, performing arts
originated from ritual,?and that performing arts?in a wide sense, emerged out
of banquets.10?In the last half of the book, Orikuchi discusses?the foundations
and the bases of the development of Japanese performing arts.11? In this
section, he seems to be strongly aware of the continuity between performing
arts and ritual. Yet, Orikuchi also seems to make a fundamental distinction
between performing arts and ritual.
This is still a historical period in which the word?performing arts?
does not fully apply. Yet, as?these phenomena which later can be
???? ???? ????
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developed into performing arts?are formalized and settled, they come
to appear in ritual...Of course, some rituals are not transformed into
performing arts...Some people may have dubious feelings about this
claim that rituals are also performing arts. Yet, the performing arts we
see now have all gone through this process in order to become what is
known today. Repeating rituals over and over again provides
opportunities?for participants of rituals?to develop their skills and
critical appreciation of these rituals. Then, how well people practice
rituals or not becomes the basis for appreciation and critiques12.
Orikuchi thus claims that?ritual gradually comes to be transformed into
performing arts.13?The meanings of rituals here can include religious rites. As
will be discussed in the following section, this aspect of Orikuchi?s argument
points to the unique aspect of the expression of performing arts. Yet, this
statement also suggests that while considering that performing arts develop
from ritual, Orikuchi does not think that performing arts and ritual are simply
continuous phenomena. Rather, it can be considered that Orikuchi pays much
attention to the transition from ritual to performing arts, because without this
process, ritual would never cross the boundary to generate performing arts.
In fact, while exploring?the purpose of the unconscious,?Orikuchi
continues to examine?the aim that exists at the point when performing arts are
generated.14?Most attempts to reconsider Orikuchi?s history of performing arts
have resulted only in emphasizing the aspect of?the purpose of the
unconscious.?Yet, if the origin of performing arts is more deeply related to
?the aim that exists at the point when performing arts are generated,?distinct
factors of the origin of the performing arts that have not been seen in the
development of rituals and literature should be examined further.
For this reason, marebito does not seem to be a factor that generates
performing arts. Regardless of how influential it is for the development of
ritual, within given performing arts, marebito is one factor out of many that
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plays the assigned role of a god or a guest. Marebito is a given element of
performing arts. Instead of marebito , it is?the uninvited guests?? who, like
marebito , visit from the outside but also given a peculiar, yet delicate role by
Orikuchi ? that is a most important element that brings forth the development
of performing arts.
3. The Condition that Stipulates Performing Arts
As stated earlier, while Orikuchi claims that performing arts originated out
of ritual, he makes a clear distinction between the performing arts and ritual.
Consequently, it is through the very process by which ritual was transformed
into performing arts that the particular and determining feature of the origin of
performing arts is to be found. This is why Orikuchi focuses on spectators. In
this context, Orikuchi?s discussion of on?the uninvited guests,?which he
describes?onlookers of rituals,??who, just like children who cut holes in a
paper partition in order to see a ritual, come to the place where rituals are
being held with somewhat envious feelings.15?
In addition, when the status of a family is high, even marebito , who
visit the family, do not enter the family?s living area, but join a banquet
in the open space beside the house and leave. Although there are some
differences, there are groups of visitors who are not treated as
welcomed guests. I call these visitors?the uninvited guests.?When a
ritual is held, there inevitably come certain entities with green??eyed
feelings, which want to see the ritual. In other words, in a ritual,
because only certain deities are invited, other lower order deities feel
envious of them and come to take a peek at the banquet that
accompanies the ritual16.
Orikuchi then introduces a report on a tradition that excludes tengu?long-
???? ???? ????
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nosed?demons??from the Hana Matsuri Festival in the Oku-Mikawa region17.
He claims that?this custom functions to prevent the uninvited guests from
coming?to the ritual18. Yet in considering the relationships between rituals and
performing arts, these tradition can also suggest a way to maintain the Hana
Matsuri Festival as a ritual and to keep the festival from becoming a
performing art. However this may be, there is a strong possibility that Orikuchi
considers?the uninvited guests?as a factor which transforms a ritual and thus
generates a performing art.
We consider that the origin of sightseeing is derived from the uninvited
guests at the banquets of rituals. In any case, it is a very important
problem whether Japanese performing arts expected the spectators from
the very start or not. Performing arts were not intended to be shown to
anyone, because they originated at the sites of banquets. However, once
the purpose of watching the performing arts was formed, the role of
spectators came to play some role in the performing arts. I think that it
would be more accurate to consider that the uninvited guests gradually
gave birth to the spectators19.
In addition, quotes cited in the section two states,?repeating rituals over
and over again provides opportunities?for participants of rituals?to develop
their skills and critical appreciation of these rituals.?Although Orikuchi uses
indirect expressions, these statements suggest that Orikuchi considers
performing arts as a form of expression which is governed by the relationship
between?seeing and being seen.?His statement that?performing arts are acts
which can be a show?may be one of the most succinct expressions of his
ideas20. Orikuchi, however, also asserts that modoki?repetition verging on
?parody?? and fuku enshutsu?performing the same thing more than once?
are indispensable elements in the origin of performing arts.
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In principle, due to the symbolic nature of Japanese religion, extremely
concrete expressions are necessary for the explanation of its ideas.
There are many ways for expressions. As one issue is explained, the
forms and shapes of explications transform. They evolve at the same
time. This is where the development of Japanese performing arts takes
place. What principle person said and did was explained in various
ways. In belief, it should be considered that in the development of
Japanese arts, first, there must have been some facts that need to be
explained21.
Modoki and fuku enshutsu refer to the reality of a process out of which
the performing arts originated. It is interesting that these concepts also seem to
be based on the relationship of?seeing and being seen.22?Had the uninvited
guests not arrived upon the scene and demanded explanations from participants
about what they were doing, the process of modoki and fuku enshutsu ? the
very process through which performing arts come into existence ? would not
have been possible. In other words, the uninvited guests are the fundamental
element for the development of the performing arts. Possibly due to the fact
that there are few references to?the uninvited guests,?this concept is not often
included in the lists of Orikuchi?s technical vocabulary. It is as if this concept
itself is treated as an?uninvited?idea in Orikuchi?s history of performing arts.
Yet, much attention should have been paid to this concept, because it is one of
the central ideas of the theory of the origin of performing arts.
A further argument, however, is necessary in order to fully explain the
significance of?the uninvited guests.?In the concluding section of his?Nihon
Geinoshi Rokko??Six Lectures on the History of the Japanese Performing
Arts?, Orikuchi claims that?labor is the basis of the development of the
performing arts.23?This claim seems to be confusing, because Orikuchi also
asserts that performing arts have their origin in rituals. To solve this puzzle,
Sakurai?s argument is once again insightful.
???? ???? ????
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Yet, there is no general category of performing arts. Only after being
established the criteria for measuring what are deemed to be performing
arts, does it become clear what the term ?performing arts? refers to.
There is little significance in asking whether performing arts originated
in either religion and ritual or rather in labor and production. Rituals are
not basically rituals after all if there are no expectations of some
productive results. Similarly, there would be no productive results
without rituals. Rituals or dengaku ?ritual music and dancing? may
also become performing arts when these activities fulfill the expected
functions in a certain system. Therefore, the study of the history of
performing arts explores processes through which rituals and dengaku
could develop as performing arts and understands these processes as
meaning processes of a history. The certain system means a mechanism
of replacements and metamorphosis that creates another phenomenon
different from what is usually considered ritual through artificial
concepts24.
To me, this claim strikes a sympathetic chord. At the same time, it seems
to represent Orikuchi?s claims. Performing arts are nothing more than a form of
expression which is stipulated by the relationship between?seeing and being
seen.?Thus, I focus on?a certain system?which produces performing arts and
explores its various apparatuses based on the relationship of?seeing and being
seen,?the basis of the existence of performing arts25. To some degree, a similar
idea can be find in Orikuchi?s argument, although it is not fully developed. For
example, in the following quotation from his?Nihon Geinoshi Rokko??Six
Lectures on the Japanese Performing Arts?, he develops an idea that later leads
to the conclusion of that essay.
What is called the Japanese performing arts did not originally have the
form of performing arts at all. As it was repeated over and over, it came
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to be gradually transformed into performing arts. In other words, it was
a very distant thing from what we now think of as performing arts.
Slowly, over time, this sort of thing did appear. And when it seemed to
be like something that could be called performing arts, it was then that
one could say our own sense of the performing arts had appeared26.
This quotation pointedly reveals the framework of Orikuchi?s history of
performing arts. Orikuchi conceives how something that are not performing arts
become performing arts through a process of continuity and of repetition. This
is, in other words, a theory of the origin of performing arts. In addition,
Orikuchi also presents a historical description of performing arts. The very
reason why Orikuchi develops this idea of a continuous and repeated process
of performing arts is because he considers performing arts to be a form of
expression that is regulated by the relationship between?seeing and being
seen.?Wherever and whenever this relationship exists, performing arts are
generated. Yet, unless the uninvited guests make the visits, there would be no
relationship between?seeing and being seen.?Thus, as an archetype of the
spectators, Orikuchi has to stealthily incorporate the uninvited guests into his
theory of the history of performing arts.
Thus, the theory of the origin of performing arts, in other words,
Orikuchi?s performing arts theory, is fundamentally based on the concept of the
uninvited guests, who are assumed to visit from somewhere else. Performing
arts are a form of expression which is prompted by the uninvited guests and is
governed by the relation of ?seeing and being seen.?In so arguing, Orikuchi
might have attempted to explore the condition that stipulates performing arts.
As a very distant background to all this, the phantasmagoric spectacle revealed
in his unique performing arts history spreads out even more and more.
Lastly, there is an interesting epilogue with regard to this issue. Orikuchi?s
argument discussed in this article reminds the Yanagita Kunio?s well?known
theory of?ritual to festival.27?Yanagita also argues that the spectators from
???? ???? ????
???
elsewhere provided a turning point in the transformation of religious rituals and
he takes the aesthetic perspectives into consideration28. Indeed, this is a strange
coincidence. Yet, there seem some differences among these two arguments.
This issue will be discussed in another article.
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